Please follow these Instructions when printing your
Harlots and Angels pdf patterns.

Checking the Scaling of your pattern before printing
1. Always locate and print the test page first to check the scale.
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2. Go to file > print. Or click the print icon.

3.Set paper size to A4 (210mm x 290mm). Set orientation to
`Portrait'. In the print dialog box check that the `PAGE SCALING'
is turned off or set to actual size or 100%.
Turn on or click the `AUTO ROTATE AND CENTRE'.

4. Click ok and print the test page. Check the page has the border all
the way around and the eight size alignment boxes printed ok.
Measure the 10cm size box to check it is correct. If the scale is not
correct you have an error in your print settings. Check print settings
and page scaling again and reprint test page.
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How to assemble your Harlots and Angels PDF pattern
1. Each pattern piece will have a letter and number in the bottom right
alignment square, eg `A1' in the first piece of the top row. Each row has
the next letter. So if your pattern has 4 rows there will be the letters
A, B, C, D with numbers indicating how many pages in each row.
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2. Sort the pages into sets of letters and put them in numerical order.
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3. Now trim with scissors, guillotine or rotary blade cutter ONLY the
right long side or each pattern piece, cutting along the faint grey
dotted line that has the alignment squares attached.
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4. Overlap and tape each piece of the same lettered rows, making sure
the alignment squares sit perfectly level and square to each other
along the joins.
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5. You should now have rows with only the same letter in them.
Take the first row `A' and trim along the bottom trim line.
Repeat for the other rows ONLY trimming the bottom off each row.
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6. Overlap bottom of row `A' onto top of row `B' and tape.
Continue until the pattern is complete.
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7. Make sure the joins are perfectly aligned and taped down.
Now you can cut the pattern out as usual and start sewing.
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